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Abst rac t - -A  polygonal form ~- specified by a set of N points in E n (here: a plane) can be 
represented by a point in an n- N-d imensional  form space F. A motif ~ within such a form has been 
defined as a subset  2k4 _ .T on which certain constraints are imposed. Different ypes of constraints are 
discussed. In any case, every independent constraint reduces the dimension of the form space by one 
so that  the result ing forms correspond to points in a constrained form space Fc C F. The  subspaces Yc 
are investigated for some forms containing rigid and- -as  a novel aspect--deformable motifs, and they 
are correlated with the full form spaces F described in previous papers [1 3]. Furthermore,  constra ints  
which do not lead to motifs axe treated. 
Generally, constraints of distances define circles in certain planes of Y so that  angular  coordinates 
have to be used. As a special case, cyclic polygons have been found to lie on hyperspheres in F. 
On the other hand,  if the distances between points are constrained to such an extent that  only two 
degrees of freedom (the global rotation and one degree of shape variation) are left, then the result ing 
forms have been found to lie on hyperellipsoids in F. These const i tute special cases of isodiastemic 
manifolds consist ing of forms with fixed point distances. 
Keywords - -Form spaces, Form transit ions, Isosymmetr ic manifolds, Motifs, Constraints,  Hyper- 
ellipsoids. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Form transitions (deformations) of polygonal figures (forms) 9 ~ have been investigated from a 
local [1] and a global [2,3] point of view. If such forms are specified by N points in a plane (cf. [4, 
p. 332; 5, Volume 7, p. 220]; the extension to linear polytopes in E n is straightforward) or their 
Cartesian coordinates 
= {P1, . . . ,  PN}, (1) 
Y(r) = (x l ,Y l , . . .  ~ XN, yN)~ 1 (2) 
then the local Cartesian point coordinates span a 2N-dimensional form space F 
F(r) = {(xl, y l , . . . ,  xN, yN)}, (3) 
I would like to thank  E. Hertel (Mathematical  Inst itute, University of Jena) for discussions. 
1Since different coordinate systems will be used (e.g., r, n), the type of coordinates is frequently indicated as Y(r) ,  
5~-(n) or F(r),  F(n),  etc., where r s tands  for the Cartesian coordinates. 
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each point of which corresponds to a certain form ~" whose distance from the origin of the form 
space is given by 
p(9~) = ~ (x 2 + y2). (4) 
i=1  
In such form spaces one has isomorphic manifolds (geometric loci of geometrically similar forms) 
and isosymmetric manifolds (geometric loci of forms having the same symmetry G) [1-3]. By 
inscribing the isosymmetric manifolds into a form space IF, one gets the corresponding "symmetry 
space" S [2]. In all cases, the dimension of a form or symmetry space may be reduced by separating 
translations (and in special cases also rotation and size variation) of the forms. 
Geometric forms may contain motifs. Wolf and Wolff [6] define a motif as an asymmetric 
basis unit of a geometric figure which by repetition forms this figure. Since this definition is 
not applicable to a broader class of figures [7], I defined a motif as a logical unit of a geometric 
figure regardless of whether it is symmetric or whether it is repeated or not [7]. In [7], also the 
relationship between the position of a motif within a figure and its repeatedness has been clarified 
using the site symmetry concept. Whereas in [2,3] the positions of all points specifying the form 
have been regarded as being freely movable within the plane, for one example in [1] (namely, two 
point pairs on two circles) these positions are constrained. Such a point pair constitutes a motif 
in the sense of the definition adopted here. In this example it turned out to be necessary to use 
angular instead of linear coordinates within the form space. This problem will be dealt with in 
the following sections. 
As Shubnikov and Koptsik [4, p. 328] pointed out, the superposition of a five-pointed star and 
a square (which in the context of this paper are regarded as motifs) will give a figure whose 
symmetry is the intersection of the symmetries of the motifs (dissymmetrisation). On the other 
hand, superposition of like motifs may also lead to a symmetrisation (for instance, two equilateral 
triangles giving a regular hexagon). The authors refer to the fact that there exists an "embracing 
symmetry" (i.e., a supergroup of the highest possible symmetry for an assembly of motifs), but 
they do not offer an algorithm how to find the maximum symmetry for given motifs. This question 
will be addressed in Section 7. 
2. DESCRIPT ION OF  MOTIFS  IN  GEOMETRIC  F IGURES 
For the form transitions (deformations) of polygonal figures considered here, the notion of a 
motif [7] will be redefined (as a working definition) in the following way: Within a geometric 
figure (form) 9 v specified by N points in ]E n, a rigid motif A4 is a subset A/[ c 9 v which remains 
rigid (congruent) in all form transitions (its shape and size are invariant under all applied form 
transformations). 
Then, a motif is characterized by constraints imposed upon the subset of points forming it. 2 
Typical constraints are the prescription of the coordinate(s) of a point Pi: 
xi = const and/or Yi = const (5) 
of the distance dij between two points Pi and Pj: 
dij =PiPj = ~/(x i -x j )2+(y~-Yj )  2 =const  (6) 
or of the angle J3~jk between three points Pi, Pj, and Pk: 
cos(f~ijk) = cos(XP~PjPk) - dj~. djk _ const 
(dji djk) (7) 
2This methodology is analogous to the description of constrained motions of points or point ensembles in theoretical 
mechanics [8,9]. 
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(dmn, dmn: distance vector PmP,~ and its length). Generally, the constraints can be best described 
using adapted coordinates for F (see the subsequent sections). 
In the following, we will take a closer look at the role of the constraints and the relationships 
between constraints and degrees of freedom of a form 5 c and its subsets of points Sk C jc. 
We will discriminate between external  and internal  degrees of freedom: external degrees of 
freedom are those changing the position or orientation of the form or subset (translations and 
rotation), whereas internal degrees of freedom alter its size or shape (dilatation = size variation 
or deformations = shape variations; cf. the discussion in [2,3]). 3 
If a point ensemble in the plane is put together successively point by point, then the first point 
has only external degrees of freedom (translations T~, Ty). The second point contributes one 
external and one internal degree of freedom (viz. rotation and dilatation, respectively), whereas 
all fnrther points give rise to two more internal degrees of freedom (deformations). 
On the other hand, if the set of points has already been assembled, then its degrees of freedom 
can nevertheless be analyzed from the viewpoint of subsets of points. Let in a figure 5 v be L free 
points and K subsets Sk (k = 1. . .  K)  containing Mk (Mk >_ 2) points. Then every free point 
has two degrees of freedom (translations) whereas every subset has three external (translations, 
rotation) and 2Mk - 3 internal (1 dilatation, 2Mk - 4 deformations) degrees of freedom. The 
external degrees of freedom of the different subsets of a figure combine to give three globally 
external and 2 • ~k  Mk - 3 globally internal degrees of freedom. 
This will be exemplified for a figure 9 r = {P1, P2, P3,/)4} containing two subsets Sa = {P1, P'2} 
and Sb = {P3, P4}. Then the normal deformations [1,2] for subset Sa are (Figure la): 
nxa = Xl ~- X2 
nya = Yl + Y2 
~la ~ Xl -- X2 
T~2a : Yl -- Y2 
(subset ranslation Txa; external), 
(subset ranslation Ty~; external), 
(subset rotation Rz~; external), 
(subset dilatation D~; internal) 4
(8) 
(the coordinates for subset Sb are entirely analogous). The external motions of the subsets 
combine to give coordinates for the whole form ~c (Figure lc): 
nx = nxa + nxb (form 
ny = nya + nyb (form 
nl  = nya - nyb (form 
rt2 = nxa -- nmb (form 
n3 ~ nla ~ nlb 





(form deformation D3), 
(form deformation D4). 
(9) 
The internal subset dilatations n2a and n2b may also be combined in such a way giving internal 
form coordinates (deformations): 
n5 = n2a + n2b (form deformation D5), 
(I0) 
n6 : n2a -- n2b (form deformation D6). 
From Figure lc it can be seen that the normal deformations of the whole form are not necessarily 
simple combinations of two subset coordinates like those in equations (9),(10): dilatation and 
rotation of 9 v are given as combinations of either n2 and n5 or nl and n3 (Figure ld). This means 
3These definitions parallel the notions of internal and external degrees of freedom in the normal coordinate analysis 
of molecules where the dilatation and the deformations (internal degrees of freedom) give rise to vibrations [10,11]. 
For the notion of degree of freedom in higher-dimensional geometry, see [12, p. 7]. 
4These coordinates are orthogonal but not normalized since they will not be used for symmetry considerations. 
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nxa nya nla n2a 
(a) Combination of local Cartesian coordinates 
into subset coordinates for a two-point subset. 
I 
bI I a 
(b) Assembly of two two-point 
subsets to a form. 
n x ny n 1 
_22 I 
n 3 n 4 n5 





n2+n5 n 1 -n 3 
(d) Combination of subset coordinates 
into size variation (dilatation) and rota- 
tion coordinates for the whole form. 
n5+n 6 n5-n 6 
(e) The combinations n5 4- n6 
(see text). 
Figure 1. 
that  the f ixation of a certain subset coordinate may influence a complex movement of the whole 
form. As an example,  the constraint  n~a -- const influences both n5 and n6 (cf. F igure lc) .  On 
the other hand, the pure n2a deformation within the whole form is given by n5 + n6, whereas 
n2b is real ized by n5 - n6 (Figure le). Therefore, the "line of action" of the constraint  is the 
direct ion n5 + n6 of the form space F, whereas n5 - n6 will not be altered. 5 
F igure la  shows that  nxa and ny~ do not alter shape and size of subset $~ whereas n2~ does. 
Therefore, if {P1, P2} is to form a motif, deformation 2~ has to be constrained. To do this 
correctly, the following should be kept in mind. From the investigation of form spaces [2,3] it 
became clear that  size var iat ion and rotat ion described in the fashion shown in F igure la  are only 
locally valid. Wi th in  the form space, nl~ and n2a span a plane where rotated forms lie on circles 
with the origin as centers. Then, a radial  vector describes a size var iat ion whereas a tangent ia l  
vector corresponds to a rotat ion of the respective form. Therefore, a two-point subset S~ should 
be character ized by polar coordinates within the (nl~, n2a) plane: a radius r (with r = d~ = d126) 
5Note that this discussion eglects a possible rotation of the form; the "line of action" given above is only valid for 
the rotationally fixed form displayed in Figure 1. For the full action of the constraint di j  -~ const, see Section 3.1. 
6Note that r is a radius coordinate in the (n la ,n2a)  plane whereas da : d12 is the point distance P1P2 in Sa. 
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and an orientation angle ~ -- aa of the subset axis. Then, Sa can be made a motif in a globally 
valid manner by setting r = da -- const. 
The effect of a constraint will depend on whether it influences an internal or an external 
degree of freedom of a subset. Accordingly, we have different ypes of subsets (Table 1). Then, 
internal degrees of freedom of subsets can be constrained by prescribing distances and/or angles 
between points. Constraining external degrees of freedom of a subset (e.g., by fixing the centroid 
coordinates of this subset) reduces the variety of possible forms but does not result in a motif. 
Table 1. Types of subsets S C 5 r in geometrical figures (forms) 5 r. 
Type Constrained egrees of freedom 
free subset 
externally constrained subset 
internally constrained subset: 
- deformable motif 
- dilatable motif 
- rigid motif 
no 
translations, rotation 
dilatation, some deformations 
all deformations 
dilatation, all deformations 
The total number of degrees of freedom in a form specified by N points in a plane amounts to 
f c=2N-C  (11) 
where C is the number of independent constraints. Thus, every independent constraint reduces 
the number of degrees of freedom by one. This reduction means that the possible forms are 
constrained to a subspace of F (the constrained form space Fc). Normally, the translations 
Tx and Ty can be separated so that a subspace F* of dimension f* = 2N - 2 - C results. 
Whether the rotation Rz can also be separated will depend on the type of constraint: if a 
distance (dij = const ~ 0) is fixed, then the invariance of the form space under a homothetic 
transformation (see [2,3]) breaks down, 7 and the resulting subspace ]Fc will no longer contain the 
coincident-points configuration gp.S Then, the global rotation can be separated. A form space 
for constrained forms where translations and rotation are separated will be designated by F~*. 
On the other hand, under all constraints preserving the homothetic symmetry of the form space, 
the subspace Fo contains the Cp form, and the rotation cannot be separated since it is not defined 
for gp. 
Summarizing, we end up with the following definition of a motif: Within a geometric figure 
(form) $" specified by N points in E n, a motif AA is a subset AJ c_ 9 ~ whose internal degrees 
of freedom (size and shape variations) are partially or fully constrained (I shall call this an 
"internally constrained subset"). If all internal degrees of freedom of the subset are constrained, 
it becomes a rigid motif. 
3. R IG ID  MOTIFS  
3.1. Three Points with One Rigid Moti f  
As a first example, three points P1, P2, P3 in a plane with points P2 and P3 forming a 
constrained subset (motif) J~a will be considered. The full form space F for three points is six- 
dimensional, after separation of the translations we have dim(F*) = 4. A constraint concerning 
Likewise, ~ is the coordinate angle in the (nla, n2a) plane, but aa the orientation angle of the subset (i.e., the 
angle ZXCP1 with X = x-axis direction and C = centroid). 
7Since a homothety is a similarity transformation (cf. [5, Volume 4, p. 469, Volume 8, p. 316]), it conserves angles 
but not distances. Therefore, a prescription of angles will not affect the homothetic symmetry of the form space 
F [2,3], but the fixation of a distance will destroy it. 
SCp is the degenerate form with all points coinciding in one point (normally the origin of the Cartesian plane) [2]. 
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the distance da = d23 ~- P2P3 will reduce the dimensionality of the form space by one and fur- 
thermore allow a separation of the global rotation so that we have dim(F~*) -- 2. The constraint 
to be applied to the form is 
da =d23 = V / (x2-x3)2+(y2-Y3)  2 - -const .  (12) 
Since two points have only one internal degree of freedom (v/z. the size variation), the constraint 
equation (12) defines a rigid motif  J~ia -- {P2, P3}. 
For three points, the following set of coordinates has been used [2] for the full form space F: 
1 
~x = ~"  (~1 + x: + ~3) (Tx), 
1 
ny=- -~ ' (y l -~Y2~-Y3)  (Ty), 
1 
nl = ~-  (2. Xl  - -  X2 - -  X3)  (La l ,  0°)9(32-1) 1°, 
1 
n2~- - ' '~ ' (2  "Yl --Y2 --Y3) (La l ,  90°), 
1 
n3 ---- ~"  (x2 - x3) (Lo l ,  0°)(3-1-2), 
1 
ha= --~" (y2 -Y3)  (~ol ,90°) .  
Vz  
(13) 
Then, the form space can be represented by three completely orthogona111 planes spanned by 
pairs of these coordinates (Figure 2a). The (nx, ny) plane corresponds to the translations Tx 
and Ty of the form centroid. The (nl, n2) plane contains the x and y motions of P1 relative to 
the centroid of the subset Sa -- {P2, P3} as can be seen by rewriting nl  and n2 in the form 
n l  = ~.  x l  - 3"  (x2 + x3) : • (~1 - ~a), 
n2 = ~/~.  (Yl - Ya) 
(14) 
(Xa,ya: coordinates of the 8a centroid). Furthermore, the (n3,n4) plane corresponds to size 
variation and rotation of 8a: the polar coordinates r34, ~034 of a point P in the (n3, n4) plane 
V~ 3 ~1 2"1 da r34 = + n~ = • (z2  - x3)  2 + (y2 - y~)2  = _~, 
n4 Y2 -- Y3 
tan ~034 ---- -- - -  -- tan o~ a
n3 x2 -- x3 
(15) 
9The forms corresponding to the different coordinates are denoted by l:a (linear asymmetric), £d (dumbbells), 
Eg (general inear), /1o (linear with point(s) in the origin), Es (linear symmetric), T~a (parallelograms), T~e 
(rectangles), T~h (rhomboids), Sq (squares), Tc (triangles with two coinciding points), Te (equilateral triangles), 
Tg (general triangles), Ti (isosceles triangles). Numbers discriminate different types (cf. [2,3]). Angles are 
orientation angles of the principal axis of the form (cf. [2,3]). 
1°To characterize forms by describing the individual point positions, the points P1 .... , PN are denoted by 
1,. . . ,N. Shorter and longer distances are symbolized by • and - ,  numbers without space signify coincident 
points. For example, the symbol 2/3 - 1/4 means a rectangle (points 1 and 2 are located "above" 3 and 4). 
llIn higher-dimensional spaces, two planes are termed completely orthogonal or absolutely perpendicular if every 
line in one plane is orthogonal to every line in the other. Both planes then intersect in only a single point. For 
every central plane there exists exactly one completely orthogonal central plane [12, p. 31; 13]. Since the planes 
(nl, n2) and (n3, n4) are completely orthogonal, they can be viewed as complementary forthe description of points 
and lines in four-dimensional space. 
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(c~a: orientation angle of S~; if it is taken as (~ = ZXCP2 with X = x-axis direction and 
C = centroid of S~, then one has ~034 = O~a) represent the size da and the orientation (2 a of the 
subset in the Cartesian plane (Figure 2b). A circle through P then corresponds to a rotation of $~ 
about its centroid. Therefore, a radial vector starting from P means a size variation of S~, and a 
vector tangential in P corresponds to a rotation of S~. Hence, the constraint equation (12) can 
easily be represented in the (n3, n4) plane: it means that only a circle with radius r34 = d~/v/2 
is available to the forms. 
Since the constraint equation (12) destroys the homothetic symmetry of F (cf. footnoteT), we 
may also separate the global rotation. This can be done by setting Yi -- 0. Then, Ty = ny = 0 
gives Y2 q- Y3 -- 0 and therefore n2 = 0. From Figure 2a it is evident that the remaining form 
space F** is spanned by the linear coordinate nl and the angular coordinate ~34 = aa so that it 
is a cylinder in the {(nl, 0, n3, n4)} space (Figure 2c). 
From the results communicated in [2] it can be seen (cf. [2a]) that the symmetry subspace 
{ (nl, 0, n3, n4)} for freely movable points has the structure displayed in Figure 2d. The symmetry 
space S** is then given by the intersection of this space with the cylindric manifold derived above. 
It is depicted in Figure 2f. This figure may be easily explained by imagining a contracting cylinder 
intersecting the manifold pattern displayed on the front plane of Figure 2d (see Figure 2e). 12 
There is a problem left which is connected with the constraint Yi = 0, namely that this 
constraint will prevent a rotation of the form only if Xl ~ 0. However, since zero is a permissible 
value for xi, a rotation of the form will be allowed for Xl : 0 SO that - -as  an art i fact--an additional 
plane (the nl = 0 plane intersecting the cylinder rectangularly, see Figure 2c) is accessible to the 
forms in contrast o the gist of the imposed constraint. For the form discussed here, the global 
rotation can also be suppressed by setting Y2 -- Y3 so that the motif {P2, P3} is constrained to 
lie horizontally while P1 is freely movable in the Cartesian plane (Figure 2i). Then we have 
n2 = • + Y3)  = Yo = Y l ,  
d~ 
n 3 ~ -~,  7t 4 : O 
(16) 
(Figure 2h). Of course, the topology of the isosymmetric manifolds in the resulting plane 
(nl, n2, da/v~, 0) (Figure 2g) is different from that in the cylinder mantle surface (nt, 0, d~/v~, 
~34) (Figure 2f), nevertheless both surfaces contain the same forms, viz. all triangles and linear 
forms except £a l .  
3.2. Four  Po in ts  w i th  Two R ig id  Mot i f s  
The local Cartesian coordinates of four points in a plane span an eight-dimensional form 
space F, the corresponding reduced form space F* is six-dimensional. When the subsets { P1,/°2} 
and {P3, P4} are forced to form a rigid motif by setting 
d~ = dl2 = X/(xl - x2) 2 + (Yl - Y2) 2 = const, 
db ---- d34 -- x/(x3 - x4) 2 + (Y3 - Y4) 2 -- const, 
(17) 
here especially d~ = db= d, then these two constraints and the separation of the global rotation 
give a form space IF** of dimension three. 
12Note, however, that Figure 2e comes about by the inverse process: a cylinder of constant radius is cut by an 
expanding manifold pattern, but this process cannot be easily visualized in a drawing. 
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n n 2 n 4 
°x n' n 3 
(a) The three completely orthogonal planes con- 
stituting the form space F for three points in a 
plane and the projections of the subspace Fc* ---- 
{(0, 0, hi ,  0, r34 = da/v~, ~034)}. 
~ n  3 
(c) The cylinder represent- 
ing the form space F**. 
n 4 
(d) Symmetry subspace {(nl, 0, 
n3,n4)} for three freely mov- 
able points. 
0( -:'~-:i ....... 
, .~)  





0 X a 
(f) Scheme of the symmetry space 
S** resulting from (d) by intersec- 
tion with the cylinder (c). The ~a 
values are -180 ° < aa < ÷180% 
(b) The orientation angle ~a 
of the subset Sa ---- {P2, P3). 
- . . . .  . . . . . .  . "  , • 
"• - . .  . . . . . .  . . . "  
(e) Scheme for the explana- 
tion of (f), see text. 
(g) The alternative symmetry sub- 
space S c . 
ny n 2 n 4 
i - - *~ n i -~n 3 i i nx 1 I",  ' -- 
(h) Projections of the alternative subspace F~** = 
{(0,0, nl ,n2,r34 = da/v~,~034 = 0)} onto the 
three completely orthogonal planes of ~'. 
Figure 2. 
A 
"3 I "2 
(i) Degrees of freedom 
I * *  of the form in F c . 
In [3], the following coordinates have been used for the form space IF for four points in a plane: 
1 
nx = ~ - (Xl + x2 + x3 + x4) translat ion T=, 
1 
ny = -~ . (Yl + Y2 + Y3 + Y4) t rans la t ion  Ty, 
1 
n l  = ~.  (Xl + x2 - x3 - x4) /~d l (0  °) (43-21), 
1 
n2 = ~ • (Yl + Y2 - Y3 - Y4) ~d l (90° ) ,  
(is) 
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1 
n3 = ~.  (xl - x2 + x3 - x4) £d2(0 °) (42-31), 
1 
n4 = ~ "(Yl -- Y2+Y3--Y4)  £d2(90°), 
1 
n5 : ~" (XI -- X2 -- X3 -~- X4) £d3(0 °) (32-41), 
1 
n6=~ "(Yl -- Y2 -- Y3+Y4) £d3(90°). 
(18) cont. 
Since here the subsets Sa = {P1, P2} and 3b = {P3, P4} are to form motifs, these coordinates 
are not optimal for the expression of the constraints equation (17). Therefore, rt3..,  n6 will be 
replaced by linear combinations which contain only the coordinates of one motif so that a new 
set of coordinates (n') is formed: 
/ ! 
n x ~ Ttx, 7~y ~-~ ny, n i ~ nl, 
! 1 1 
n 3 ---- ~ .  (Xl -- z2) = ~-  (n3 +ns)  
1 1 
n4 = ~"  (Yl -- Y2) = ~"  (n4 + n6) 
1 1 
n~ = ~.  (x3 - x , )  = ~.  (~ - ~) 
, 1 1 
~ = ~"  (y~ - y,) = ~ '  (n4 - -~) 
n~ ~ n2, 







n ! Then, analogous to Section 3.1, polar coordinates within the (3 ,n~)  plane describe the dis- 
tance da between P1 and P2 and the orientation angle c~a of their connecting line, and polar 
coordinates within the (n~, n~) plane do the same for the subset Sb- The coordinates n~ and n~ 
can be rewritten as 
, 1 1 
nl = 5 .  (zl  + ~2) - ~" (x3 + z4) = xa - ~b, 
(20) 
1 1 
n2 = ~" (Yl +Y2) - ~" (Y3 + Y4) = Ya-  Yb, 
they describe the differences between the centroid coordinates of both subsets. Therefore, polar 
coordinates in the (n~, n~) plane belong to the distance do and the orientation c~o of the centroids 
of both motifs (Figure 3b) and describe the "size variation" of the figure and its global rotation. 
Thus, the representation f F by four completely orthogonal planes using the new coordinates n ~ 
I / ! l F(n , ) :  { ( .~ , .~,n l ,  ' ' ' n ; )}  n2, n3, n4, ns, (21) 
(Figure 3a) is especially suited for the representation f the constraints: equations (17) constrain 
tn' n '~ planes to circles, whereas a prevention of the global the motions in the (n~,n~) and ~ 5, 6/ 
rotation by setting Yl + Y2 -- 0 (i.e., constraining the centroid of the first motif to lie on the 
x-axis) gives Y3 + Y4 = 0 and consequently n~ = 0 (cf. Figure 3a). Therefore, the form space can 
likewise be expressed by the polar coordinates r and ~ or their equivalents d and (~13: 
(22) 
131f aa and CXb axe taken as angles from the x direction to the vectors P2P1 and P4P3, respectively (Figure 3b), 
/ one has c~a = ~0~4 and ab --- ~056. Likewise, c~o has to be taken from the x direction to the CbCa vector (the C's 
axe the centroids) to give ~o ---- ~o~ 2. For the radii one gets r~4 = da/v~, r~5s = db/v~, and do = r~2 (primed 
! I coordinates axe in (nl, nj) planes). 
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0 O 
,ny ) ,n z ) 
(a) The four completely orth0gonal planes constituting the form 
space F for four points in a plane with projections of the subspace 






(b) Degrees of freedom of the 
form with two subsets ,Sa ---- 
{Pi, P2} and ,S b = {P3, P4}. 
O( b 
O( a 
K- - . .o  .... . .  ..... o ..... 
I "~,~ ,,,'" ! \ . . . . . . . . .  
I / '^  ........ ^ "  
a 
(c) (d) (e) 
(c)-(e) Section planes of Pc* for nl = 0 (c), 0 < nl < d (d) and nl = d (e), see text 
(Bold lines: D~, broken lines: D~, dotted lines: C~, dotted area: IDa, ..: IDa, .: D~, o: 
D~; the angles are -180 ° < a < +180°). 
Figure 3. 
In sum, the remaining three-dimensional  form space Fc* is spanned by two angular coordinates 
(°~a --~ ~34 and ab = ~6)  and one l inear coordinate (n~). 
Since a perspect ive of the symmetry  space Sc* would hide essential features, in F igure 3c-e 
three typical  section planes for n l  = 0, 0 _< n l  _< d, and n l  = d are displayed. 14 For n l  > d, 
the section plane corresponds to Figure' 3d. For n l  = 0, we have two motifs with concentr ic 
centroids. Rectangular ly  crossed motifs then give II)~ symmetry,  otherwise the symmetry  is lI)~. 
Like in Section 3.1, sett ing Yl + Y2 = 0 (n2 = 0) will prevent a rotat ion of the whole form 
( indicated by the ]D~ lines in F igure 3c) only if x i  + x2 ~ 0 (ni  ~ 0). For coinciding mot i f  
centroids, the form or ientat ion angle ao is no longer defined, and the mot i f  rotat ions now contain 
also the form rotat ion giving rise to the rotat ion lines in F igure 3c. For n l  > 0, rotat ion of the 
whole form is forbidden, and one has two systems of paral lel  manifolds (D~, C~) intersect ing in 
~ points. Half  of the l~  manifolds become D~ points exact ly  if nl = d (Tie --~ Sq),  the other 
half  (dumbbel l  forms £d)  retain their  D~ symmetry.  
4. DEFORMABLE MOTIFS  
I f  in a set {P i ,P2 ,P3}  of three points, two distances (da = di2 and db = d23, say) are con- 
stra ined,  then the result ing mot i f  is deformable in the sense of Section 2 since the ang le /P iP2P3  
can be varied freely. The simplest descr ipt ion is achieved if the following coordinates are used in 
i4Figure 3d corresponds to Figure 9 in [1]. Although ai  and a2 in [1] are correlated to c~a and ab used here by 
a2 = 180 ° - aa and ~1 = O:b, the appearance of the two plots is the same due to their symmetry. 
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n2 -~-  ~ 
1 
n~= 
(Xl + X2 + X3) = nx 
(Yl+Y2+Y3) =ny 
(~ - ~) 
(y~ - y2)  
(x3  - ~)  = -n~ 
translation Tx, 
translation Ty, 
£03(0 °) (2-3-1), 
£o3(90°), 
£o1(180 ° ) (2-1-3), 
(23) 
1 
n~ = ~ (y3 - y:) = -n4 £o1(270 °) 
(compare the coordinates in equation (13)). Figure 4a shows that these coordinates are indepen- 
dent (the rank of the transformation matrix U in n = U • r is 6), but they do not constitute an 
orthogonal basis: n~ and n~ form an angle of 60 ° in the plane orthogonal to nix and analogously 
do n~ and n~. 
Then, the constraints can easily be formulated in terms of the new n ~ coordinates 
/ f ~ O~ n x ---- ny 
r ~ 2 = ~12 + hi22 -- da v/~ - const, (24) 
rh= V/~32+n~ 2 db _ ~ -- const .  
This means that the possible point positions within both the (n~, n~) and /n~ n t~ planes are \ 3, 4] 
confined to circles (Figure 4c). Therefore, the constrained form space IF* resulting from the 
! ! ! original space F*(n) -- {(0, O,n~l,n2, n3, n4) } can be best described by using polar coordinates 
(Figure 4b) 
{(  da l db i )}  
F*(T, ~)  = 0, 0, ~ ,  ~12, ~,  ~34 . (25) 
Thus, the form space Fc(r , ~) is simply the (~2,  ~4)  plane or, equivalently, the (C~a, (~b) plane 
(if c~a and ab are defined by aa = ZXP2P1 and ab = LXP2P3, then aa = ~2 and (~b = ~4,  
Figure 4b). The apex angle /30 = /P3P2P1 and the orientation angle c~o of the form (the 
orientation angle of the bisector of LP3P2P1) can then be taken to be 
/30 ~ O/a -- O~b~ 
1 (26) 
~o = ~" (~o + ab) 
(Figure 4b). The resulting symmetry space in the (/30, Co) plane is displayed in Figure 4d. 
The angles ~]2, ~a  implicitly used in Figure 4d to span the two-dimensional subspace IF~ are 
angles in independent but not completely orthogonal planes. The question is, then, what kind 
of manifold the points of the ~ (~012, ~034 ) or (/30, Co) plane lie on. Figure 4d shows that the forms 
£a2, £o2, Tel ,  and Te2 are characteristic for this plane. Together with their rotated variants 14 
they are given by (d~ = db = d = 3): 
£o2(0 °) = (3, 0, 0, 0, -3 ,  0) p(£o2) = ~ = v~.  d, 
£02(90 °) = (0, 3, o, o, o, -3 ) ,  (27) 
14Each of these four forms can equally well be substituted by its "inverse" form [2] which is rotated through 180 °. 
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x~-x~ n~= x=-x 3 
(a) The orientation of the nl, n3, n~, 
and n~ coordinates within the plane 
which is orthogonal to nx (cf. [2, Fig- 
ure 6]). The normalization factors have 
been omitted for clarity. 
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(c) The completely orthogonal planes 
/ __ I ~ 07 of F with the constraints n x - -  ny  
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(b) Angles used for the description. 
-180  ° 
-180  ° 
~2 3~e4 ~a2 3~e2 
i iiiii iiii ! i !  iiii ii iii i' iiii!!! !! i iiii ii iiiiii  iiii! !i  iii ii i!i i!iii!iiiii 
0 o +180 ° 
Bo 
(e) Scheme for the derivation of the hy- 
perellipsoid equation (see text). 
(d) The (rio, no)  plane representing 
the form space F*. 
Figure 4. 
Za2080 °) = (1 ,0 , -2 ,0 ,1 ,0 )  
L:a2(270 °) = (0, 1,0,-2,0, 1), 
Tel(0 o) = (v/~,0, x/~ 3 
2 '2 '  
% 
Tel(90 °) = (0, v3, 
:re2(OOl=(v~,o, J5 3 
( Te2(90 ° )= 0, v~,2,  2 ' 
2 
2 '  




2' 2 ' 2' 
p(L:a2) -- v/6 = ~/~. d, 
p(Tel) = 3 = d, 
p(Te2) = 3 -- d, 
(27) cont. 
the p values being the distances of the forms from the origin of the form space (equation (4)). Te l  
and Te2 with their rotated variants form an orthogonal coordinate set in F* [2]. On the other 
hand, the same do L:a2 and L:o2. Since the latter forms correspond to the extremal distances p
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in F*, their normalized vectors will be used as coordinates: 
1 
ni t = ~.  (xl - 2x2 + x3) Z:a2(180°), 
1 
ng= -~.  (Yl -- 2y2 -[- Y3) ~a2(270°), 
1 
n~ = • (3x1 -- 3x3) Z:o2(0°), 
(28)  
1 
n~ = V/~ • (3yl - 3y3) /2o2(90°). 
The four forms of equation (27) must lie in a two-dimensional manifold (they have been generated 
by variations of only two angles), but their corresponding vectors pan a four-dimensional space. 
Therefore, the two-dimensional manifold must be embedded in F*. It has been found that all 
forms of the ~ / (q012, ~034 ) plane lie on a hyperellipsoid in F*: 
nil '2 + n~ 2 nl3 '2 + n~ 2 
+ - 1. (29)  
2d2/3 2d 2 
From equations (28) and a comparison with the discussion following equation (13), one derives 
for the radii r~r2 and r~4 in the (n~', n~ 1) and ~rn"3, n/1~4/ planes 
r12112 = n~12 + n~ 2 = 32" p----~2, 
(30) 
112 112 1 . p-7 2 
r34 = n 3 + : 
(C: centroid of the subset {P1, P3}). On the other hand, under the imposed constraints, P1 and 
P3 must lie on a circle with center P2 and radius d, and the triangle AP1P2P3 must be isosceles 
(Figure 4e). Therefore, one has 
- -5  P1P3 2 
- -  - -  d 2. (31) P2C + 4 
Combination of equations (30) and (31) then gives the hyperellipsoid equation (29). Since the 
hyperellipsoid is three-dimensional but the manifold of the forms considered here is only two- 
dimensional (vide supra), there must exist another constraint. From Figure 4e it can be inferred 
that not only P2C and P1P3 are interrelated but also the angles ZXCP3 and ZXP2C (X: x-axis 
direction) for which 
XXCP3 =/XP2C =k 90 ° (32) 
must hold to ensure P2P1 = P2P3 = d. 
In [3, Figure 12], a global topological scheme has been given for the interrelationships of the 
basis forms built from three points in a plane. The manifold found here can be related to this 
scheme in the following way. Constraining the translations, the global rotation and all distances 
(d i s  = d23 = d31 = d = const) results in two points in F*: Te l  and 7"e2. Constraining only 
two distances gives three different one-dimensional manifolds depending on which of the three 
distances is left freely variable. All three manifolds constitute cyclic paths in IF* containing Te l ,  
Te2, an £o and an Ca form (Figure 5). Constraining only one distance leaves two degrees of 
shape variation since it prevents only the size variation of the forms. Then, the possible forms 
correspond to the full scheme of [3, Figure 12]. 
5. OTHER CONSTRAINTS 
Among external degrees of freedom, the translations T= and Ty can easily be constrained. 
Other constraints normally restrict more complex motions of the form. In principle, arbitrary 
constraints are possible. However, only three types (viz. constraints of point positions and of 
subset centroid coordinates, and cyclic polygons) will be discussed here. 
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Figure 5. Topological scheme of the three manifolds resulting from a constraint of 
any two of the three distances in ~" = {P1, P2, P3} (see text). 
5.1. Const ra in ing  Po in t  Coord inates  
For a figure ~ = {P1, P2}, the set of normal coordinates used in [2] is 
1 
n x = v/-~-(Xl + x2) 
1 
ny= "~ ' (Y l+Y2)  
1 
n l  = (x l  - x2)  
1 






where both deformations span a plane in which radial vectors correspond to a size variation and 
tangential  vectors represent rotations [2]. The effect of constraining a point coordinate, say xl, 
in this form 5 c can be seen from Figure 6a. Here, three of the four coordinates of F have been 
displayed. The xl and x2 coordinates pan a plane which contains the translation T~ and the 
deformation Dx,  16 all being perpendicular to the rotation R~. 
A constraint xl  = const then concerns a direction which is a combination of translation and 
deformation (Figure 6b): 
1 1 
x l  = ----~ . (nx + n l )  = ---~ " (Tx + Dx)  
x/ "z 
(34) 
so that  it influences both degrees of freedom. This means that  a deformation under this constraint 
invariably results in a translation of the form centroid, and vice versa. Under these circumstances, 
the "reference point" of the form is P1 instead of the centroid as usual. Since xl - const restricts 
a combinat ion  of Tx and Dx, either Tx or Dx may be constrained additionally. Then, the possible 
values of x2, Tx, and Dx are interrelated (Figure 6b). 
In a figure 9 ~ = {P1, P2, P3},  a constraint X 1 ---- const influences Tx and also nl  = 1 /v~-  (2xl - 
x2 - x3) as can be seen from Figures 6c,d. If the translation is additionally set to Tx  = O, n l  is 
constrained to nl  = const (or nl  = 0 if xl  = 0). Then only the coordinate n3 = 1/vf2 - (x2 - x3) 
16Here, the index "x" of D and R means that these coordinates correspond to the "stretch" deformation D and 
the rotation R if and only if the form .%- is oriented along the x coordinate axis; see [2] and above. 
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(a) The geometric relation between the 
different coordinates inthe ~'x subspace 
for two points in a plane. 
Xl  
~::: ::::. : 
(2 "X3 
(c) The same for three points in a plane 
(see text). In (c), the plane orthogonal 
to Tx and the (xl, Tx) plane have been 
made stand out. Normalization factors 
of the coordinates have been omitted 
throughout this figure. 
Figure 6. 
x 2 "',,, / /  
\ 
(b) The effect of constraining xl and 
one additional coordinate in this space. 
An Xl = eonst line and three inter- 
related points on the other coordinate 
axes are shown. 
x2+% !#Tx 
l I 
(d) The same for three points 
in a plane (see text). 
which is orthogonal to the (nx, nl) plane is left freely variable. The coordinate n l  corresponds to 
the motion of P1 relative to the centroid of the remainder of the figure (vide supra). Generally, in 
a figure 3 c = {P1 , . - . ,  PN}, a combinat ion of xl = const and Tx = const will therefore constrain 
the distance between P1 and the centroid of the subset $ = {P2 , . - - ,PN}.  The coordinate 
which lies in the (nx, xl)  plane orthogonally to nz and also the remaining free coordinates can 
be determined by the Schmidt-Gram orthogonalisation. This way, for four points one finds the 
following orthonormal system (only the Fx coordinates are given): 
, 1 
nx  = ~ • (x t  +x2 +xa +x~)  
1 
nl '  = v~ • (3Xl  - x2 - xa - x4)  
1 
na=~'  • (2x2 - xa ~- x4) 
, 1 
~5 = ~"  (x3 - x4) (freely variable). 
With in  the F~ subspace (nx = 0), n] and n '  3 are given by 
! 
n] = n l  -b x/~ - n t, 
, 1 
• n 3 =- n l  --  ~ . n  t, 
nt = 1 ~.  (x l  - x2), 
(set to zero), 
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the resulting plane of the freely variable coordinates i depicted in Figure 7a. For n'  5, the remain- 
ing orthogonal coordinate 
1 
n~ = ~.  (x3 - x4), (37) 
has to be used (Figure 7a). 
=================================== :: :: ::::: .: . :~-  
(a) xl = const. (b) xl + x2 = const. 
Figure 7. Comparison of the planes of freely variable coordinates in the subspace F* 
for four points in a plane generated by the constraints. 
5.2. Const ra in ing  Subset  Cent ro id  Coord inates  
For three points in a plane, the fixation of the x coordinate of the subset {P2, P3} centroid is 
equivalent to the constraint Xl = const which has already been discussed in Section 5.1. For fou~ 
points, two subsets Sa = {P1, P2} and Sb = {P3, P4} may be considered. Here, the constraint 
Xl +x2 = 0 leads to x3 +x4 = 0 if nx = Tx = 0 is presupposed. By substitution into equation (18) 
or seeking the vector which is orthogonal to nx in the (nx, ta) plane with 
1 
ta = ~"  (xl - x2), , (38) 
one finds that nl has to be zero. The corresponding plane of freely variable coordinates in the IF* 
subspace is depicted in Figure 7b. Generally, (like in Section 5.1) constraints of subset centroid 
coordinates can be best described by adapting the orthonormal coordinate set to the respective 
constraint. 
5.3. Cycl ic  Po lygons  
Cyclic polygons are defined as polygons whose vertices lie on a circle (cf. [14]). The pertinent 
constraints are therefore 
2 + y~ 2 = const (i = 1, N). (39) X i ~ r i . . . ,  
In this paper we take ri = 1. For three points, the form space F is spanned by three completely 
orthogonal (x~, Yi) planes in which the possible forms are constrained to lie on circles (Figure 8b). 
Since radii are fixed in these planes, the constrained form space Fc is spanned by the angular 
coordinates: Fc = {(a l ,a2,  a3)}. The global rotation can then be separated by taking F + = 
{(0 ,  OL2 - -  OL1, O~3 - -  al)} or equally by setting a l  to zero: F + = {(0, a2, a3)}. This form plane is 
depicted in Figure 8c. 
Typical forms which are compatible with the constraints are: 
CpX(r) = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) p(CpX) = v~,  
£a l ( r )  = (1, 0, -1 ,0 ,  -1 ,0 )  p(£a l )  = v/-3, 
Te l ( r )= 1,0, 2' 2 ' 2' p(Te l )=v~.  
(40) 
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(b) The three completely orthogonal planes 
constituting the form space F. 
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(c) The constrained symmetry space $+ = ((0, c~2, c~3)}. 
Figure 8. Cyclic triangles. 
4' 3' 4' 3'-3" 
1"~"~,..~-...[ U4 ">..'% 7 J t 3 1 -[~' 3 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 9. (a) Four possible figures {P1, P2, P3, P4} under the constraints d12 = d34 : 
d ~ and d23 ---- d41  = d" with d" < d'. If P4 is shifted upwards from the linear form £s 
(1-4-2-3), then there are two possible movements for P3: via a symmetric trapezoid 
Ts (P~', P~') to a self-intersecting rectangle (T~e, with P~", P~") or via parallelograms 
to a rectangle (P~, P~). 
(b) For d" = d ~, the linear form is £o2 (1-24-3, with P3,P4), it gives a 
square (P~,P~) via rhomboids or the dumbbell form £d2 (13-24) via iFc forms 
(P~', P~' = p4). 
(c) For d" > d ~, one has an L:s form (P3, Pc) giving a rectangle (P~, P~) via parallel- 
ograms or a self-intersecting rectangle P~", P~") via symmetric trapezoids (P~', P~'). 
I t  should be noted that  the translat ions Tx and Ty cannot be separated if the points P1, P2, 
and P3 are constrained to lie on a fixed circle, but  they correspond to the coincident-points 
configurations CpX and CpY (lying on the x- and y-axes, respectively). Generally, the manifold 
{(c~, ~, ~)} consists of Cp forms. 
All  possible forms bui lt  from three points on a fixed circle of radius 1 are found to lie on a 
hypersphere in IF given by 
x~ + y~ + x~ + y~ + ~] + y~ = ~2 = 3 (41) 
This hypersphere represents a five-dimensional subspace of F, whereas the manifold of cyclic 
tr iangles is only three-dimensional .  The missing constraints are provided by the three equa- 
t ions (39), two of which are independent of equat ion (41). Instead of the Cartes ian coordinates r,
also arb i t rary  other or thonormal  coordinate sets for IF can be used in equat ion (41). If, however, 
the coordinate axes are to correspond to permissible forms, then the m coordinate set based on 
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equilateral triangles [3] 
1 







m 3 ~ 
1 
m4 ~ V~ 
(2Xl + 2x2 q- 2x3) 
(2yl + 2y2 + 2y3) 




(Tel,  0°), 
(Tel,  90°), 
5re2,O°), 
(Te2, 90 °) 
(a2) 
has to be used giving 
2 2 ms +mr +m~ +ml +m] +m] = r: = 3. (43) 
The n coordinates are here not useful for the following reasons. Only the Cp and Te  forms 
lie solely on their respective coordinates so that the corresponding coordinate values equal the 
overall distance p = v~ of these forms from the origin of F: 
m~(CpX) = n.(CpX) = v~, 
ml(Te l ,O  °) = x/3, 
nl(Lal ,O °) = V/~. 
(44) 
In contrast, the coordinate value for £a l  on its own coordinate (hi) is less than v~ since nx is 
nonzero for this form, and £01 (coordinate n3) is not at all a permissible form under the imposed 
constraint. 
Analogously, cyclic quadrilaterals with vertices on a circle of radius 1 axe found to lie on a 
hypersphere 
x~ +y l  2 + x~ +y~ +x]  +y~ +x42 +y~ = r 2 = 4. (45) 
Like for three points, arbitrary other orthonormal coordinates can be used in equation (45), but 
for four points the coordinate sets n, m, p, and q used in [3] (containing dumbbells, squares, and 
mixtures of both, respectively) all give coordinate axes whose corresponding forms are permissible 
under the imposed constraint. 
6. ISODIASTEMIC  DEFORMATIONS OF FORMS 
As a last example, deformations of polygonal forms which leave N distances di,i+l of N vertex 
points constant (here named isodiastemic deformations, from 'Eaoq: equal, 5~&aT~?#~: distance) 
will be dealt with. The manifolds resulting from these deformations will be termed isodiastemic 
manifolds. 
Constraining the distance d~j = PiPj means that Pj is located on a circle with center Pi and 
radius dij. If there are more than two constraints of this type, then the possible positions of points 
are given by the intersection points of circles. This is illustrated in Figure 9a for a rectangle with 
four fixed distances d12 -- d34 -- d ~, d23 = d41 = d" and d" < d ~. When PI and P2 are drawn with 
the fixed distance d~, P3 and P4 lie on two circles with centers P2 and/°1, respectively. Then, for 
any possible position of P3 on the right circle, the corresponding positions of P4 are found as the 
intersection points of a third circle with radius d ~ (not shown) with the left circle (Figure 9a). 
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Normally, there are two intersection points so that two different forms arise which both match 
the constraints and give rise to two different manifolds. 
For four points with the four constraints mentioned above and with Tx = Ty -- 0, there 
are two degrees of freedom left: one is a shape variation, the second is the global rotation 
of the resulting forms. Thus, the different forms matching the constraints together with their 
rotated variants hould lie on a two-dimensional manifold. The shape variation under the distance 
constraints (with unrestricted centroid position but with constrained positions of P1 and P2) has 
been displayed in Figure 9 for different ratios d~/d ". For the form space, the angles c~3 - /XP2P3 
and a4 - XXPIP4  (X: x-axis direction) have been used (Figure 10). Since there is only one 
degree of freedom of shape variation, one has lines within the (a3, a4) plane. However, from 
the degenerate forms (Es, / :o ,  £:d), there originate four  different rajectories connecting related 
forms. For example, starting from £:s (Figure 9a), P3 may be moved upwards or downwards if P4 
is shifted upwards, the alternatives lead to parallelograms (Pa) or symmetric trapezoids (Ts;  if 
the points are connected by lines in their numerical order, the trapezoids appear as wing-shaped 
self-intersecting quadrangles) (Figure 9a). For d t = d' ,  the resulting forms and the appearance 
of the (a3, (:~4) plane (Figures 9b,10b) differ from those for d r > d" (Figures 9a,10a) and d' < d" 
(Figures 9c,10c). If d r = 0 in the limiting case, the shape variation breaks down, and the only 
possible form is l :d l  (12-34). Furthermore, for d r = v~"  d" and d' = dr'/vf2, the rectangles in 
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(a) d" < d' (b) d" = d' (c) d" > d' 
' • 
Figure 10. Line manifolds containing the forms generated by the transitions depicted 
in Figure 9 in the (a3, a4) plane. 
For d I = d" = d = 2, ~he characteristic forms matching the constraints are: 
Sq 1 = ( -1 , -1 ,  1 , -1 ,  1, 1 , -1 ,  1) 
Sq6 = (-1,  1, 1, 1, 1 , -1 , -1 , -1 )  
Lo2 = (-2,0,0,0,2,0,0,0) 
L:o 4 = (0, o, 2, o, o, o, -2 ,  o) 
/ :d2 = ( -1,0,  1 ,0 , -1 ,0 ,  1,0) 
(1-24-3) p(go 2) : x/8, 
(4-1a-2) p(~o4) = v~, 
(la-24) p(Ld 2) = vq 
(46) 
(p: distance from the origin of F) and their rotated variants. These forms can be best described 
using the orthonormal coordinate set p from [3]: 
1 
Px = ~ • (xl +x2 + x3 + x4) 
1 
Py=~' (Y l+Y2+Y3+Y4)  
translation Tx , 
translation Ty, (aT) 













(x l+Y2 - x3 - Y4) 
(y l -x2 -y3+x4)  
(Xl -- Y2 -- x3+Y4) 
(y l+z2- -  Y3 - x4) 





£d  2(0°), 
(47) cont. 
(CA, CB: centroids of ,..CA and SB). In the form transition I. £04 (4-31-2) - T~h - Sq l  (4/1.3/2)  - 
nh - £02 (1-24-3) - ~h  - Sq6 (1 /4 .2 /3)  - T~h - £04, the distances P~P3 and P2P4 axe mutually 
related by 
giving 
- -2  - -2  
I. PIP3 + P2P4 = 4d 2, (51) 
I P~ + p~ + pl + pl p7 + pi~ + p~ + ;~ = = 1. (52) 
2d 2 2d 2 
On the other hand, a consideration analogous 
£d2 (13-24) - Tc-  £o2 (1-24-3) and III. £d2 (13-24) - Tc-  £04 (4-al-2) 
II. P1P3___~ 2 + ~ 2  --_ d2 ' 
4 
III. P2P4------~2 + C---'A-~ 2 = d 2, 
4 
to that in Section 4 gives for the form transitions II. 
(53) 
+ - -  -- 1. (48) 
2d 2 d 2 
The p coordinates may be rearranged in the following way: 
1 1 
Pl = ~"  (Pl -[- P3) = "~"  (Xl -- X3) £02(0°), 
1 1 
;~ = ~.  (;~ +p~) = ~.  (y~ - y~) £02(90% 
1 1 
;3 = ~ (;4 - ;5 )  = ~.  (x2 -x4)  £04(0% 
(49) 
1 1 
P4 -~ "~"  (Pl --P3) ---- ~"  (Y2 --Y4) £04(90°), 
1 1 
pb= ~' (X I -~X3) - -~ ' (X2"~Z4)=XA- -XB £d2(0°),  
1 1 
P6 = 2" (Yl + Y3) + 2" (Y2 + Y4) = YA -- YB £d 2(90 °) 
(XA,YA,XB,YB: centroid coordinates of the subsets SA ---- {P1, P3} and SB = {P2,/:)4}) so that 
P1P3 ~ = 2. (p7 + p~),  
P7~42 = 2. (p~2 + p~2), (50) 
cb-v-~- ~= d + p~ 
(Yl - Y2 + Y3 - Y4) £d 2(90 °) 
(other sets cannot be used if all coordinates are to correspond to forms which are generated by 
the considered shape variation). The six forms P l , - - . ,  P6 span a six-dimensional space, but here 
they are generated only by shape variations (one degree of freedom) and rotation. Therefore, 
these forms must lie on a two-dimensional manifold which is embedded in R 6. The different forms 
have been found to lie on a hyperellipsoid given by 
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and hence, for the manifolds 
p? + + + + + pi + 
II. - - + - -  - + - -  -1  (54) 
2d 2 d 2 2d 2 d 2 
and 
III. P3~ + p~2 p~ + p~ p~ + p~ + p~ + p4 ~ + p~ + p~ 
2d ~ + d----T-- - 2d 2 d------- 7 -  - 1. (55) 
In sum, one finds that all forms which are compatible with the constraints d12 = d23 = d34 = 
d41 = d = const lie on the hyperellipsoid equation (48), but the sequences of forms I, II, and II I  
have their own submanifolds equations (52),(54),(55) which are three-dimensional hyperellipsoids 
or a three-dimensional hypersphere (equation (52)). On these, the forms occupy two-dimensional 
subspaces; the missing constraint in all cases is the orientation correlation between the respective 
point connecting lines, analogous to Section 4. 
A consideration of the interrelationships between manifolds belonging to different distance 
constraints leads to a hierarchy of manifolds corresponding to an increasing number of constraints 
(Figure 11). From a set-theoretical viewpoint, the lines in Figure 11 can be interpreted as subset 
relations (D). From this figure it can be seen that the manifold 2V11234 considered above must be 
embedded in four manifolds on which only three distances are constrained: 
J~1234 ~- J~123 n J~124 N -/~134 if/ Y~234. (5~) 
There is, however, a peculiarity in this hierarchy of manifolds: Four points will after a separation 
of the translations and the global rotation have only five degrees of freedom of shape and size 
variation. Thus, constraining five distances will automatically fix the sixth. On Ad 1234, one has, 
however, two possibilities: roughly speaking, either d5 or d6 can be taken as freely variable. This 
is reflected in the fact that two ~3~ lines originate from £d2 (Figure 10b). On the horizontal 
line, we have d6 = 0, but on the vertical line d5 = 0 holds. Starting from Eo2, either d6 is kept 
constant (0:6 = 0, horizontal ine), or d5 and d6 are constrained by d~ + d~ = 4d 2 (diagonal ine). 
Similar relations are found for more than four points in a plane. 
/ Jtt 1 w-- -zd( l~,~l( ,  I~o-:-~ ~dt'l^~. 
,.4[., d l  x ' ~ll ~Jll \ ell 
\ \  "4\ \\ / ,;:~" ~26 //)' ! .4( 
\ '~  t ,  N \ \ \  ,." I \ ' \  H / /// '  i ' 12456 
k "-/t'-, 5 \ ~ \  ~"~23\  ~' '~'#'~"1 ~A /" " I 1 /  
"~'"\ ! ; L 23456 
0O4* ~,',\ ooo / / 
~;AfzaS" 
e$1 
1 6 15 20 15 1 (6) 
Figure 11. The hierarchy of manifolds for constraining different distances dk (dl -- 
d12, d2 ---- d23, d3 -- d34, d4 ~ d41, d5 ---- d13, d6 ~- d24). Since only five of the six 
distances are independent,  he boxed manifolds on the right side are identical. The 
numbers  of different manifolds are given below the diagram. 
7. SYMMETRIES  OF  MOTIF  COMBINAT IONS 
For finding possible symmetries of motif combinations (say, two motifs built from M1 and M2 
points, respectively), one has to consider the scheme of possible symmetries in the form space F 
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for N free points with N = M1 ÷ M2. For four points as discussed in [3], the corresponding 
diagram is given in Figure 12a. 
There are some general rules for such symmetry diagrams for N points in a plane (the facts 
may differ for even [odd] N). 
The highest symmetry in the diagram is D~ corresponding to the Cp form. 
All groups D~v... ~ are present in the diagram. They are represented by regular n-gons 
(n = 2, . . .  , N) with N-  n points in the origin; I~  is given for example by N-  1 coinciding 
points and one point distant from the others. 
- Maximal subgroups of ]I)~ are ]I)~v... D(N+2)/2 [D(N+I)/2]; all other D n groups are non- 
maximal subgroups. 
The highest C* group in the diagram is C~v/2 [C~N_~)/2 ] since for the realization of C*, 
2n points are needed (n for a regular n-gon and further n to reduce its symmetry to C~). 
All groups C~. . .  C'N~ 2 [C~N_1)/2 ] are present in the diagram. C~ belongs to the general 
n-gon, the other groups can be realized by disturbed regular n-gons with N - 2n points 
in the origin. 
D; 
j t-C  
C, 
(@,@J 
(a) Possible form symmetries within 
the form space for four points in a 
plane. 
c; D; C; D; 
(c) Examples of form transitions within 
the scheme in (a). The position of the free 
point is marked by. ,  but this mark has 
no consequences forthe form symmetry. 
(b) Possible symmetries for seven points in a 
plane (see text). 
D;, D; Di 
(d) Examples of form transitions within 
the scheme in (a). The position of the free 
point is marked by. ,  but this mark has 
no consequences forthe form symmetry. 
Figure 12. 
If two distances between four points (Figure 12a) are constrained, two dumbbell motifs (IDa) 
result. These motifs may be arranged to form a square (]I)~), a rectangle (]])~), a trapezoid (]I)~), a 
parallelogram (C~), and also an irregular form (C~). This means that there may be a conservation 
of symmetry, an ascent and also a descent in symmetry when changing the arrangement of the 
two motifs. If the four points are subdivided into a three-point motif and a free point, then the 
triangle motif may be equilateral ( 3), isosceles (]I)~), rectangular (C~) or of a general shape (C~). 
Some characteristic form transitions are displayed in Figure 12c,d. It can be seen that, just like for 
deformations (cf. [1]), the descent in symmetry can lead to a maximal or to a deeper (nonmaximal) 
subgroup, and the ascent in symmetry may lead to a minimal or higher (nonminimal) supergroup. 
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The transformation can even result in an unrelated group (e.g., from ]D~ to D~, see Figure 12d), 
but only via a common subgroup or supergroup. 
If a motif has the symmetry of a maximal subgroup of D~,  then the addition of a second motif 
can only result in a descent in symmetry. 17 Two or more motifs belonging to a nonmaximal sub- 
group of ID~ may give a maximal subgroup when properly arranged. For example, a figure with 
ID~ symmetry (Figure 12b) can be assembled from three dumbbell motifs (D~) or two equilateral 
triangular motifs (D~) or a boat-shaped four-point motif (]I)~) plus a dumbbell motif (IDa). In 
sum, from the diagram of possible symmetries and the known minimal point numbers necessary 
to create a form having any of these symmetries (n points for ID*, 2n points for C~) one may 
infer which symmetries are possible in a given system of motifs. For an equilateral triangle and 
a square (a combination similar to the one of [4] cited in the Introduction), it is clear from Fig- 
ure 12b that the combination of both motifs must result in a descent of symmetry (since the 
square belongs to a maximal subgroup of D~),  at least down to ]1)~ which is the highest common 
subgroup of ID~ and lI)~. 
8. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
The main points made in this paper are the following: 
(i) Constraints which are imposed upon the points P~ constituting a form 5 ~ = {P I , - . . ,  P~} 
are unary (xi = const), binary (dij = const), ternary (~ijk = const), or r-nary (e.g., 
~-']i xi = const) relations between the coordinates of these points. 
(ii) Constraints can relate to the whole form ~ or, alternatively, to a subset of points "~' C $'. 
In the latter case, the consequences of the constraint depend on whether it affects internal 
or external degrees of freedom of the subset. A subset whose internal degrees of freedom 
are constrained has been called a motif  in this paper (especially, a rigid motif if all of its 
internal degrees of freedom are constrained). 
(iii) The forms ~" = {P1 , . . . ,  PN} correspond to points within a 2N-dimensional form space F. 
Every independent constraint reduces the number of possible forms, it lowers the dimen- 
sion of the accessible subspace of F (the constrained form space F~) by one. Thus, con- 
straints can be treated in just an analogous way as motions of point masses restricted by 
holonomic constraints are described in theoretical mechanics [8,9]. 
(iv) If the constraint is linear in the Cartesian form space coordinates r, then it defines a 
direction in F. The accessible form space F~ then is the subspace of IF which is orthogonal 
to this direction. The constraint reduces this direction to a point. 
(v) If the constraint is quadratic in the Cartesian coordinates (di2j = (x~ - x3)2 + (y~ _ gj)2 = 
const), then there exists a plane in IF where this constraint defines a circle; i.e., it reduces 
a plane of the form space to this very circle. Therefore, in this plane, polar coordinates 
have to be used) s
(vi) If only distances are constrained within a form space, we have a special class of form 
transformations (termed isodiastemic in this paper). If all degrees of freedom except the 
global rotation and one degree of shape variation are constrained, the resulting forms have 
been found to lie on hyperelIipsoids of different dimensions in F. The problem of isodi- 
astemic deformations has been dealt with implicitly in the field of conformational nalysis 
if only (or mostly) distance information about the atoms of a molecule is available from 
the experimental methods while positional information is sought [15,16]. The problem 
of generalized coordinates (bond lengths, bond angles, and torsion angles) for molecules 
17Since for N points the maximal subgroup of D~ with lowest order is ]D~N+2)/2 [~N+l)/2] for even [odd] N, 
it is impossible to construct two like motifs having N/2 [(N - 1)/2] points which belong to a maximal s~lbgroup 
of D~. 
1Sin principle, polar coordinates may be used also in other planes of F, the form space will then be given as 
F(r, ~o) = (rl,  ~Ol ..... rN, ~ON). 
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which is strongly related to that of isodiastemic deformations has been discussed from
a broader point of view (but not within a corresponding form space) by Mackay [17].
Furthermore, the problem of isodiastemic deformations is relevant to technical kinematics
and robotics. Given a certain linkage without rotatory degrees of freedom (say, a very
simple robot arm), then the workspace [18,19, Chapter 1; 201 of this linkage corresponds
to a subspace  of the isodiastemic manifold developed here. Seen from the viewpoint of
technical kinematics, the examples in Figure 9 belong to the class of Grashof linkages
(cf. [19, Chapter 21).
(vii) The results communicated here also shed light upon the problem of the symmetry of figures
composed of several motifs which has been addressed in [4]. Here, a consideration of the
scheme of possible symmetries within the form space gives more detailed information
about symmetries which can be realized with different motifs and a possible ascent or
descent of symmetry connected with the superposition of motifs.
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